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Objectives

• To identify “what makes a great leader?”

• Recognize different leadership styles

• Understand the role of emotional intelligence

• Why this is important in medical education



Who are the leaders in medical education 
now?

• University or medical school presidents

• Deans

• Designated institutional officers

• Program directors

• Associate and assistant program directors

• University or non-university faculty

• Volunteer faculty

• Those serving on national organizations (ACGME, ABAI and other boards)

• Fellows

• Residents

• Students – as soon as you open a book, you become an educator



Identifying the next generation of leaders in 
medical education?

• Who are they?

• Mostly younger generation

• Millennials, Gen Z and beyond

• Recently graduated fellows who want a role in 
GME

• Associate program directors

• Assistant program directors

• New volunteer faculty who are unpaid but are 
passionate about education!



The generations

Generation Year of birth Age (yrs) US population shaped by

Lost generation 1883-1900 111-128 World War I, Spanish flu

Greatest generation 1901-1927 94-110 Great depression, World War II

Silent generation 1928-1945 76-93 Civil rights movement, Korean war

Baby boomers 1946-1964 57-75 Civil rights act, Vietnam war

Generation X 1965-1980 41-56 Personal computers, Watergate

Generation Y (Millennials) 1981-1996 25-40 Technology, social media

Generation Z 1996-2011 10-25 COVID-19

Generation Alpha 2011-present 0-10 COVID-19



Graphical representation of generations

By Cmglee - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=91612069



Cultural bias, geographical and social diversity

• Some events shape multiple generations
• World Wars

• Pandemics (Spanish flu, COVID-19)

• The Cultural revolution in China

• Famine

• Civil wars



Is it fair to lump people into a generation?

• Generations are artificial

• People are different

• Cultural events vary

• Family values vary

• Individual circumstances shape who you are

• Generalizations do more harm than good



Formal training in leadership and education

?

Do we really get any?



Management skills for physicians



Characteristics of great leaders

Integrity

Ability to delegate

Communication

Self-awareness

Gratitude

Learning agility

Influence

Empathy

Courage

Respect



What Do the Best Leaders 

Have in Common?
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A high degree of 

emotional intelligence



5 Components of Emotional 

Intelligence
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Self-
awareness

Self-
regulation

Motivation Empathy Social
skill



Emotional intelligence is twice as 

important as technical skills or IQ.
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Emotional intelligence



• Realistic self-assessment

• Self-deprecating sense of humor

• Confidence

Self-awareness
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Leaders who see 

themselves clearly 

also see their 

organizations clearly.



Emotional intelligence



• Thoughtfulness

• Comfort with ambiguity

• Integrity

Self-regulation
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Leaders who control 

their feelings create 

an atmosphere of 

fairness and trust.



Emotional intelligence



• Passion for the work

• Desire to raise the bar

• Commitment and optimism

Motivation
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Seeing the Upside in a Plunging 

Portfolio

“It was the best thing that ever 

happened to me–

I learned so much.”
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The drive to excel 

is contagious.



Emotional intelligence



• Ability to read between the lines

• Skill with group dynamics

Empathy
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Why Leaders Need Empathy
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Talent 
management

Global 
business

Teamwork
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Leaders need to 

understand team 

members and help 

them collaborate.
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Leaders must 

read cross-

cultural cues.

Interpreting 

Body Language
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Leaders who 

manage with 

empathy increase 

satisfaction and 

reduce turnover.



Emotional intelligence



• Expertise with teams

• Persuasiveness

• Gift for collaboration

Social Skill
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Sometimes “idle schmoozing” is actually 

relationship building.
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A leader can’t do everything on her/his own.
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How to delegate

• Select strategically

• Clarify expectations

• Grant full authority

• Provide feedback

• Evaluate the outcome

Empowering others!



Emotional intelligence can be 

learned.
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Emotional intelligence:

Nice to have

Need to have
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Leadership styles



Goleman’s leadership styles at different 
heirarchical levels in medical education

Saxena et al. BMC Medical Education (2017) 17:169
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Leadership in education

1. When it comes to leadership, emotional 
intelligence is critical

2. There are many styles of leadership; which one 
is used is determined by multiple factors

3. Medical education requires use of a variety of 
leadership skills, beyond coaching and teaching



The rewards of teaching

• Education is not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire –
William Butler Yeats (1865 – 1939)

• A good teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his 
influence stops – Henry Adams (1838-1918)

Passing the torch




